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Abstract: Inducing and experiencing emotions about others’ mental and physical circumstances is
thought to involve self-relevant processing and personal memories of similar experiences. The hippo-
campus is important for self-referential processing during recall and prospection; however, its contri-
butions during social emotions have not been systematically investigated. We use event-related
averaging and Granger causal connectivity mapping to investigate hippocampal contributions during
the processing of varieties of admiration and compassion pertaining to protagonists’ mental versus
physical circumstances [admiration for virtue (AV) versus for skill; compassion for social/psychologi-
cal pain (CSP) versus for physical pain]. Data were collected using a multistep emotion-induction para-
digm that included psychosocial interviews, BOLD fMRI, and simultaneous psychophysiological
recording. Given that mnemonic demands were equivalent among conditions, we tested whether: (1)
the hippocampi would be recruited more strongly and for a longer duration during the processing of
AV and CSP; and (2) connectivity between the hippocampi and cortical systems involved in visceral
somatosensation/emotional feeling, social cognitive, and self-related processing would be more exten-
sive during AV and CSP. Results elucidate the hippocampus’ facilitative role in inducing and sustain-
ing appropriate emotional reactions, the importance of self-related processing during social emotions,
and corroborate the conception that varieties of emotional processing pertaining to others’ mental and
physical situations engage at least partially distinct neural mechanisms. Hum Brain Mapp 00:000–000,
2011. VC 2011 Wiley Periodicals, Inc.
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INTRODUCTION

We often use our own self-knowledge as a basis for
understanding others and as a platform for evaluating and
appropriately reacting to the emotional implications of
others’ situations [Amodio and Frith, 2006; Frith and Frith,
2006; Goldman and de Vignemont, 2009]. While much is
known about the role of the hippocampus in self-referential
processing during recall and prospection [Muscatell et al.,
2010], in the formation of emotional memories in social con-
texts [Eisenberger et al., 2007], and in the processing of
emotional facial expressions [Critchley et al., 2000; Fusar-
Poli et al., 2009], less is known about the role of this struc-
ture in the processing of social emotions and feelings [Perry
et al., 2011]. Emotions related to others’ accomplishments
and predicaments, such as admiration or compassion, along
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with their corresponding feelings, are inherently complex
and often invoke personal memory as a source of informa-
tion from which to evaluate the situation and respond
[Haidt and Morris, 2009; Immordino-Yang, 2010, 2011;
Immordino-Yang et al., 2009]. To elucidate the contribution
of the hippocampus during the processing of these emo-
tions, we examined its activation and connectivity during
the induction and experience of positive (possessing a
pleasurable quality) and negative (possessing a painful
quality) social emotions of varying complexity.

Intense emotional responses are organized around the
contents, context, and subjective interpretation of the situa-
tion being witnessed [Barrett and Kensinger, 2010]. Among
the most cognitively complex and culturally shaped
human emotions are those that pertain to other peoples’
mental states, such as the admiration we feel for virtuous
intentions or the compassion we feel for psychological dis-
tress. Appreciating and reacting to another person’s men-
tal state requires conjuring an empathic understanding of
circumstances and qualities that may not be immediately
apparent from a person’s outward behavior or physical sit-
uation. By contrast, other social emotions are more directly
induced and constitute relatively automatic responses to
the immediate physical and cognitive situations or actions
of other people, such as admiration for a skillful perform-
ance (AS) or compassion for physical pain (CPP) of a bro-
ken leg. Although both classes of emotions would involve
building simulations and recalling personal memories, the
simulations and memories necessary to appreciate a per-
son’s physical predicament or skill are likely less complex
and abstract, and more heavily based in simple action sim-
ulations. In conceiving our experiment, we considered that
the emotions about mental situations, by contrast, are less
concrete and more dependent on perspective taking and
reflection on one’s own similar experiences, and would
therefore involve increased complexity of self-related and
empathic processing.

Consistent with this distinction, an earlier fMRI analysis
comparing these emotions revealed that feeling emotions
about others’ mental states induced more slowly rising
maxima of activation in brain regions involved in emotion
and empathy, the anterior insula, and anterior middle cin-
gulate [Immordino-Yang et al., 2009; Menon and Uddin,
2010; Panksepp, 1998; Singer, 2006]. Consistent with its
presumed relative automaticity, CPP was induced more
quickly both behaviorally and in the brain [Immordino-
Yang et al., 2009]. In addition to slower patterns of activa-
tion, emotions about others’ mental states also more
strongly recruited an inferior–posterior sector of the post-
eromedial cortex (PMC), a region encompassing portions
of the posterior cingulate and precuneus that has been
implicated in the default network and associated with
processing of personal memory, self awareness, and emo-
tional salience [Sestieri et al., 2011]. By contrast, emotions
about others’ physical circumstances preferentially acti-
vated a more anterior and superior posteromedial sector,
known to be anatomically heavily interconnected with lat-

eral parietal systems for representation of the musculoskel-
etal body [Parvizi et al., 2006]. The functional segregation
of neural responses during processing of emotions pertain-
ing to mental versus physical circumstances in the postero-
medial cortices (PMC) suggests that emotions about
mental states more heavily involve neural systems for
memory, despite evidence that empathy for both physical
and social pain share an overlapping substrate in somato-
sensory and pain processing in the anterior insula and an-
terior middle cingulate [Decety and Chaminade, 2003;
Eisenberger and Lieberman, 2004; Panksepp, 2005].

Although these findings indirectly implicate memory
processing during social emotions, they leave open the
question of hippocampal involvement. Notably, the hippo-
campus has recently been associated with the brain’s
default mode and its associated episodic and autobio-
graphical processes [Buckner et al., 2008]. Default mode
activity in the hippocampus is thought to reflect retrieval
rather than encoding [Huijbers et al., 2011] and to relate to
the richness of self-related and socioemotionally relevant
processing supported by the default network. In accord-
ance with this interpretation, resting medial temporal lobe
activity and functional connectivity have been linked to
individual differences in spontaneous episodic thoughts
[Andrews-Hanna et al., 2010], consolidation of recent expe-
riences [Tambini et al., 2010], and long-term recall for
events [Wig et al., 2008]. These regions are also activated
when subjects make decisions about themselves
[Andrews-Hanna et al., 2010], as well as when they men-
talize about other people [Spreng and Grady, 2010; Spreng
et al., 2009; St. Jacques et al., 2011]. Taken together, these
findings support the idea that autobiographical memory,
hypothetical simulation of socially relevant circumstances,
and mentalizing about others share overlapping neural
substrates [Buckner and Carroll, 2007], and centrally
involve the hippocampus.

Based on the above, we hypothesized that the hippo-
campus would be recruited more strongly and for longer
durations during the intense experience of emotions pri-
marily concerning others’ cumulative mental circumstan-
ces, as compared with during the experience of emotions
concerning others’ immediate physical situations and
actions, reflecting the potential importance of this neural
structure in calling up memories that may serve as a plat-
form for formulating emotional simulations of others’
mental states. To test this, in data obtained using an emo-
tion induction and analysis technique reported in Immor-
dino-Yang et al. [2009], we investigated the strength and
duration of hippocampal activation during the feeling of:
(1) admiration for virtue (AV, positive, mental); (2) com-
passion for social/psychological pain (CSP, negative, men-
tal); (3) admiration for skill (AS, positive, physical); and
(4) compassion for physical pain (CPP, negative, physical).

We further hypothesized that the facilitative role of the
hippocampus during the more complex emotions would
involve more extensive interaction with key cortical sys-
tems known to be involved in affective and cognitive
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social processing and in processing related to the self. We
used Granger causal modeling [Roebroeck et al., 2005], an
effective connectivity technique, to investigate the direc-
tional connections between the right and left hippocampi
and

a. anterior insular and anterior cingulate cortices
involved in visceral somatosensation, emotional
feeling and regulation, and in empathy for others’
pain and emotion (affective processing);

b. lateral temporal and parietal cortices involved in
social cognition and perspective-taking, and ventral
prefrontal cortices (PFC) involved in social emotion
induction (social cognitive processing);

c. dorsal medial PFC (dmPFC) and PMC (an ensemble
of mesial parietal, posterior cingulate, and retrosple-
nial cortices) involved in self-related processing.

We chose Granger causal mapping (GCM) over alterna-
tive connectivity techniques such as dynamic causal mod-
eling, because it allowed us to probe the direction of
influence but did not require that we prespecify a detailed
connectivity model. The direction of predominant Granger
causal influence was not prespecified. Instead, the direc-
tion of predominant influence was treated as a separate
analysis amounting to an exploration of the patterns of
connectivity, given that the hypotheses were confirmed.
Notably, patterns differed between the same regions across
conditions, suggesting that the results cannot be explained
by differences in hemodynamic properties of the regions
probed.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Participants

Data were obtained from 13 healthy volunteers (six
women, seven men; mean age 30.3 years, SD 11.9; range
19–57 years); right-handed native English speaking Ameri-
cans born to monolingual English-speaking parents (two
ethnically Latino, 11 ethnically White; subjects were not
screened by ethnicity but by home language and personal
and family history), from the University of Southern Cali-
fornia community, with no history of neurological or psy-
chiatric illness, or use of psychotropic medication. As per
the requirements of the Institutional Review Board of the
USC, all participants had given written consent and were
paid for taking part in the experiment.

Stimuli

Emotions were induced via exposure to a corpus of 50
true, documentary style narratives depicting real people
(not actors) in various life circumstances. The corpus of
narrative stimuli for this experiment was developed and
piloted previously [see Immordino-Yang et al., 2009, SI for

details concerning stimulus development, piloting, and
delivery]. The narratives depicted a gender balanced
group of mentally competent protagonists ranging in age
from early adolescence through late adulthood. Emotional
narratives had been established by piloting to produce in
participants equivalently strong emotional reactions corre-
sponding to the following experimental conditions.

1. Admiration for virtue (AV); narratives depicted
highly virtuous and morally elevated protagonists,
such as people who have dedicated their lives to an
important cause despite difficult obstacles;

2. Compassion for social pain (CSP); narratives depicted
protagonists in social circumstances leading to states
of grief, despair, social rejection, or other psychologi-
cal pain;

3. Admiration for skill (AS); narratives depicted protag-
onists adeptly performing a rare or difficult feat, such
as in athletics or music;

4. Compassion for physical pain (CPP); narratives
depicted a protagonist sustaining an accidental bodily
injury, such as in a sports mishap.

Control narratives depicted true-life situations estab-
lished by piloting to be equivalently engaging but less
emotion provoking.

Mnemonic Properties of Narrative Stimuli

In developing the corpus of narratives, our primary
intent was to create an experimental protocol that would
go beyond emotion recognition to genuinely and strongly
induce varieties of complex admiration and compassion in
participants—a nontrivial accomplishment, especially in a
scanner environment. Experimental narratives had been
designed to be as equivalent as possible in their structure
and presentation; however, to probe their mnemonic
equivalence for the present study, we counted the number
of critical facts presented in each narrative during the
preparation interview, as judged from experimenter
scripts. Mean number of facts presented in each narrative
was 6.8, SD ¼ 1.5. We found no significant differences
between conditions (one way ANOVA F (4,45) ¼ 0.949, P
< 0.45).

Protocol

Using a multistep procedure first reported in Immor-
dino-Yang et al. [2009], narratives were first shared with
participants during a 2-h, one-on-one videotaped interview
in which the experimenter discussed each narrative with
the participant, prompting with the open-ended question,
‘‘how does this person’s situation make you feel?’’ Partici-
pants were not told the categories of emotion in the
experiment; narratives were shared in pseudorandom
order with no more than two narratives from the same
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category in a row. Following this interview, participants
were scanned using fMRI and simultaneous psychophysio-
logical recording. Each trial began with a 5-sec segment
presenting the crux of a previously learned narrative
(video with one sentence of speech, also transcribed; the
stimulus), followed by 13 sec of gray screen during which
participants were asked to reflect on the narrative and rate
the real-time strength of their emotional reaction using
button presses. A 2-sec fixation separated trials. Stimuli
were presented in four functional runs of � 9 min each;
each stimulus was presented twice during the experiment
but never during the same run, for a total of 100 trials.
Within runs, stimulus presentation was pseudorandom
with no more than two stimuli from the same category in
a row; order of runs was counterbalanced between partici-
pants. After the 1-h scan, participants were again inter-
viewed about their emotional reaction to each stimulus in
the scanner.

Identification of Valid fMRI Trials

To include in the results only those fMRI trials where
the participants reported feeling strong emotion consistent
with the experimental condition, data were sorted for
inclusion/exclusion in three steps, using: (1) independent
raters’ analyses of participants’ reactions to each narrative
during the preparation interview; (2) participants’ button
press responses corresponding to subjective strength of
emotion during each fMRI trial; and (3) raters’ analyses of
participants’ recollections of their reactions to each narra-
tive in the scanner, reported in the debriefing interviews.
Psychophysiological data (heart and respiration rates) cor-
responding to valid fMRI trials were used to determine
the time window of maximal emotion response to calcu-
late the BOLD contrast (emotions > control) that would
identify activated hippocampal voxels. For details concern-
ing behavioral, psychophysiological, and GLM methods,
see Immordino-Yang et al., SI, 2009.

Image Acquisition and Processing

A Siemens 3 Tesla MAGNETON TIM Trio scanner with
a 12-channel matrix coil at the Dana and David Dornsife
Neuroimaging Center at the University of Southern Cali-
fornia was used to acquire the images. Functional scans
were acquired using a T2* weighted echo planar (EPI)
sequence (TR ¼ 2,000 ms, TE ¼ 30 ms, and flip angle ¼
90�) with a voxel resolution of 3 mm � 3 mm � 4.5 mm.
This acquisition rate has been shown sufficiently fast to
support high sensitivity to connectivity effects using GCM,
even for influences with moderate strength and delay [For-
misano and Goebel, 2003; Menon et al., 1998; Roebroeck
et al., 2005]. Thirty-two transverse slices were acquired to
cover the whole brain, including the brainstem. Functional
data were acquired continuously for the duration of each
run, with breaks between runs. Anatomical scans were

acquired using a magnetization prepared rapid acquisition
gradient (MPRAGE) sequence (TI ¼ 900 ms, TR ¼ 2,530
ms, TE ¼ 7 ms, and flip angle ¼ 7�) with an isotropic
voxel resolution of 1 mm. Data analysis and image proc-
essing were conducted using BrainVoyager QX version 1.8
software (Brain Innovation, Maastricht, The Netherlands).
After preprocessing and normalization, we used the psy-
chophysiological data to identify the time window of max-
imal emotional response to include in the GLM contrast.
To do this, the BOLD signal for each participant was esti-
mated using a GLM that comprised nine independent
regressors (boxcars) obtained from each individual TR of
each trial type. Correcting for the 2-sec expected delay in
heart rate change, psychophysiological responses (heart
rate and respiration increase) as well as behavioral piloting
suggested that the maximal emotional response could be
captured within the first 10 sec of the trial for all condi-
tions. Estimating the hemodynamic delay at 6 sec, we
therefore included TRs 4–8 (corresponding to BOLD col-
lected 6–16 sec after trial onset) in the calculation of the
GLM contrast [see Immordino-Yang et al., SI, 2009 for
details].

Region of Interest Definition and Calculation of

Event-Related Averages

The GLM contrast of all emotions versus control was
used to identify the cluster of activated voxels in the
region of interest (ROI). The GLM map was thresholded at
q(FDR) < 0.05 [Benjamini and Hochberg, 1995; Genovese
et al., 2002] and displayed on an average brain [Damasio,
2005b; Frank et al., 1997]. The functionally defined cluster
within each hippocampus was then anatomically
delineated to form a right and a left ROI. These ROIs were
sequentially displayed individually on each participant’s
anatomical data and delimited to fall within the boundary
of the hippocampal formation, as confirmed by a neuroa-
natomist (H. Damasio). Finally, BrainVoyager was used to
produce event-related averages (ERAs) of the z-trans-
formed signal for each emotion condition.

Analysis of Effective Connectivity

GCM is an ‘‘effective’’ connectivity technique that allows
investigation of functional connections between brain areas
and calculates the direction of influence [Friston, 2009; Roe-
broeck et al., 2005]. Based on the concept proposed by
economist Clive Granger that temporal precedence discerns
cause from effect [Granger, 1969; Granger and Joyeux,
1980], GCM treats the sequence of fMRI measurements at
each voxel of the ROI as a vector of time series and tests
whether the activity in a voxel x Granger-causes activity in
a voxel y, by testing whether activity over time in voxel x
helps to explain the future time course of activation in
voxel y, above and beyond the prediction power given by
the past activation of voxel y alone.
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GCMwas used to test our hypotheses regarding the inter-
actions between the hippocampus and cortical areas known
to be critical for affective, social cognitive, and self-related
processing during the induction and experience of social
emotions. GCM was performed using the GCM toolbox in
BrainVoyager [Roebroeck et al., 2005]. We tested hypotheses
concerning the existence of functional connection between
the hippocampus and prespecified cortical regions without
prespecifying the direction of influence; directionality is
reported as a secondary exploratory analysis.

To compute GCMs for each hippocampal ROI, influence
measures Fx!y, Fy!x, and Fxy were computed from the av-
erage 18-sec time course of the voxels within the hippo-
campal ROI (as x) and the time courses of each voxel in
the rest of the brain (as y). Maps showing directed influ-
ence from the hippocampal ROI to the other voxels
(Ref2Vox) and maps showing voxels whose activity influ-
ences the activation in the hippocampal ROI (Vox2Ref)
were computed. These maps were based on the computa-
tion of the influence difference term (Fx!y � Fy!x; Roe-
broeck et al., 2005) and were thresholded at q(FDR) ¼ P <
0.01. Analyses of the computed maps involved inspection
of each hypothesized region for significant connectivity;
anatomical localization was confirmed by a neuroanato-
mist (H. Damasio).

RESULTS

Strength of Emotional Response

Participants rated ‘‘as honestly as possible’’ their
strength of emotion to each narrative in the scanner. We
find no differences between CSP, CPP, and AV; all pro-
duced equivalently high ratings of emotion in the scanner.

AS was associated with slightly but significantly lower val-
ues of reported emotion, likely because of the decreased po-
tency of these narratives upon multiple exposures (i.e., first
in the interview and later in the scanner). However, these
stimuli were still rated as substantially and significantly
more emotional than control stimuli. See Table I for results,
including tallies of trials disqualified either because the sub-
ject had a different emotional response than the one we
had intended (3.4% of trials) or because they had failed to
achieve an emotion to a particular trial in the scanner
(12.4%). Overall, it was quite rare for a subject to report
feelings such as jealousy to a stimulus meant to induce ad-
miration or schadenfreude to a compassion stimulus. When
this happened, the associated trials were excluded from fur-
ther analysis.

Timing of Emotional Response (Induction)

Subjects had been instructed to respond with a button
press as soon as they became aware of and could assess the
strength of their emotion to each stimulus presentation in
the scanner. On average, button presses in CSP, AV, and AS
fell during the fourth TR of the nine TR trial, with no statisti-
cally significant difference in timing between conditions (F
¼ 2.18, df ¼ 2, P < 0.11). Responses to stimuli inducing CPP
and the control condition occurred � 2 sec (equivalent of 1
TR) earlier on average than responses to the other conditions
(F¼ 12.22, df¼ 4, P< 0.001).

Time Course of Hippocampal Activation

Figure 1 shows the time course of activation by condition
for voxels in the hippocampus that were activated for

TABLE IA AND B. Summary of behavioral results. ‘‘A. Included trials’’ tallies the total number of trials included in

the BOLD analyses for each condition as well as the mean number of trials included for each subject. ‘‘Strength’’ is

the average button press value by condition (included trials only). Participants rated ‘‘as honestly as possible’’ the

strength of emotion to each narrative using a 1–4 scale: 1 (low); 2 (moderate); 3 (strong); and 4 (overwhelming).

Ratings for AS were lower than for the other emotions; differences between the other conditions are not

significant. ‘‘B. Excluded trials’’ tallies the number of trials discarded due to ‘‘button press’’ (reflecting emotional

strength during the scan session), pre- or post-‘‘interview’’ (reflecting emotional label given by the participant) and

‘‘other’’ reasons (including failure of the subject to press a button and technical failure). Tallies of included and

excluded trials are out of 260 total trials for each condition. One subject had no valid AS trials, resulting in fewer

exemplars and more excluded trials for this category. AV, admiration for virtue; AS, admiration for skill; CSP,

compassion for social pain; CPP, compassion for physical pain

Condition

A. Included trials B. Excluded trials

Tally Strength (1–4) Tally

Total Mean/subject (SD) Mean (SD) Button press Interview Other

AV 226 17.4 (2.5) 2.66 (0.70) 16 14 4
AS 176 13.5 (5.4) 2.40 (0.68) 72 3 9
CSP 226 17.4 (2.8) 2.86 (0.73) 12 18 4
CPP 227 17.5 (2.9) 2.79 (0.77) 29 0 4
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emotions relative to control. Time courses of activation for
each emotion and for control were not appreciably different
for voxels in the right versus the left hippocampus; therefore,
we present one combined plot. As predicted, the more cogni-
tively complex and elaborated social emotions of AV and
CSP produced greater and more sustained hippocampal acti-
vation than did the simpler emotions of AS and CPP. Note
that AV, arguably the most complex and nuanced emotion,
peaked later than the other emotions, at � 5 sec after CSP,
and was sustained for the longest duration, � 12 sec.

Granger Causal Connectivity: Extent of

Connection

During processing of AV and CSP, the results reveal
extensive right and left hippocampal functional connectiv-
ity with systems involved in (1) visceral somatosensation,
(2) social cognition, and (3) self-related processes, more so
than during processing of AS and CPP (see Fig. 2 and Ta-
ble II). Specifically,

1. during AV and CSP, there was functional connectivity
with the anterior insula and anterior middle cingulate;
this was particularly extensive during AV. However,
neither hippocampus showed functional connectivity
with these regions during processing of AS or CPP;

2. the right hippocampus showed functional connectivity
with the middle temporal gyrus for all emotions, with
the superior temporal gyrus (STG) for AV and CSP,

with the superior temporal sulcus (STS) for CSP and
AS, and with the temporal-parietal junction (TPJ) only
for CSP. It also showed functional connectivity with
the ventromedial prefrontal cortex during both admira-
tion conditions, but with the ventrolateral prefrontal
cortex during AV only. The left hippocampus showed
extensive functional connectivity with the STS and STG
along their lengths during the processing of AV and
CSP, and with the temporal pole during processing of
CSP. It showed no functional connectivity with lateral
temporal regions during AS or CPP and no functional
connectivity with the TPJ during any of the emotions.
It showed functional connectivity with the ventrolat-
eral PFC (vlPFC) for both AV and CSP and with the
ventromedial cortices for CSP only;

3. the right hippocampus showed functional connectiv-
ity with the precuneus for AV, CSP, and AS; there
was connectivity with the posterior cingulate only
during AV and CSP and with the retrosplenial cortex
during AV only. The right hippocampus showed con-
nectivity with the dorsal medial prefrontal cortex dur-
ing CSP. The left hippocampus showed connectivity
with the precuneus during AV and CSP and with the
posterior cingulate during AV only; no functional
connectivity was detected between the left hippocam-
pus and the retrosplenial cortex, and functional con-
nectivity with the dorsal medial prefrontal cortex was
detected only during AV.

Granger Causal Connectivity: Direction of

Influence

The direction of influence between the hippocampi and
the regions mentioned earlier varied:

1. relative to the visceral somatosensory systems, the
influence during AV was predominantly toward the
right hippocampus and from the left hippocampus;
during CSP, the influence was predominantly from
both the right and left hippocampus;

2. relative to social cognitive systems, the direction of
influence was predominantly toward the hippocam-
pus for AV and CSP, although some bidirectional
functional connectivity with the left STG was appa-
rent during AV for the left hippocampus;

2. relative to the self-related systems in the PMC (mesial
parietal and posterior cingulate cortices), the direction
of influence was mixed for AV and CSP. In the dorsal
medial prefrontal cortex, direction of influence was
from the hippocampus toward these cortices.

DISCUSSION

Emotions about others’ mental states are an important
foundation for social interaction and behavior, as they are

Figure 1.

Event-related averages for the time courses of admiration, com-

passion, and control in the hippocampus in voxels activated for

emotions relative to control, with standard errors. Units are

percent change in BOLD signal and time in seconds; time

courses are not corrected for hemodynamic delay. The volume

of interest is displayed in pink. Conditions: AV (green): admira-

tion for virtue; CSP (blue): compassion for social pain; AS (yel-

low): admiration for skill; CPP (red): compassion for physical

pain; C (gray): control. Note the rapid rise and sustained activa-

tion not only for AV (green) but also for CSP (blue).
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cornerstones of social responsibility and of important
aspects of morality [Keltner and Haidt, 1999]. These emo-
tions involve evaluating the psychological implications of
others’ situations, making inferences about others’ mental
qualities and experiences, and reacting appropriately to
the contents of these inferences [Blakemore and Frith,
2004; Damasio, 2005a; Mitchell et al., 2005]. The processes
leading to the induction and maintenance of these emo-
tions are therefore complex and subjective and are likely
to use reflections on one’s own experiences [Ames et al.,
2008], a process that has been connected to hippocampal
activation [Perry et al., 2011]. Here, we show that the hip-
pocampus, a structure with established roles in recall, pro-
spection, and personal emotional experience [Eisenberger
et al., 2007] also contributes to the processing of social
emotions.

Together with anatomically related structures and by
virtue of its cellular organization and anatomical place-
ment, the hippocampus is involved in declarative memory,
also referred to as explicit and relational memory [Squire
and Zola-Morgan, 1991]. Rather than a repository of per-
manent memory, it is involved in the encoding of percep-
tual representations and experiences and is also believed
to play a role in the recall of established memories. The
hippocampus functions to bind the distributed neocortical
sites that together represent the record of a whole event so
that, subsequently, a complete memory can be recovered
from even a partial cue [Squire et al., 2004]. Although hip-
pocampal damage does not preclude retrieval of previ-
ously formed memories, in normal health, the
hippocampus is thought to facilitate memory retrieval.
Most recently, this structure and its neighboring parahip-
pocampal gyrus have been implicated in the brain’s
default mode, associated with self-related processing,
social processing with emotional and moral relevance, and
simulation of hypothetical social scenarios with personal
significance [Andrews-Hanna et al., 2010]. In investigating
the role of the hippocampus during the feeling of social
emotions, we reasoned that emotions about others’ mental
situations (AV and CSP) are inherently more complex,
requiring more extensive deliberations on inferred mental
qualities than emotions about other’s physical situations
(AS and CPP), which are more immediate and apparent.

Our experiment probed the strength and duration of
hippocampal activation during the processing of social
emotions about others’ painful versus rewarding mental
and physical situations and used Granger causal connec-
tivity analysis to investigate directional influence between
the hippocampus and cortical regions involved in affec-
tive, social cognitive, and self-related processing. Using a
three-step emotion induction and verification procedure
described in Immordino-Yang et al. [2009], we included
for each participant only trials in which (1) the participant
reported in the scanner feeling genuinely emotional and
(2) the participant’s pre- and post-scan interviews revealed
that the emotion experienced was the one we intended.
We find that the magnitude and pattern of hippocampal
contributions vary in accordance with the complexity of
processing required and with the quality of the emotion
experienced.

Consistent with our hypotheses, emotions about others’
mental states were associated with greater and more sus-
tained hippocampal activation, and more extensive connec-
tivity, despite equivalent mnemonic demands associated
with recalling the narratives in different conditions of the
experiment. We find no differences in reported emotion
strength between CSP, CPP, and AV, suggesting that differ-
ences in hippocampal involvement among these conditions
cannot be attributed to differences in strength of emotional
reaction. Reaction times in the scanner were equivalent for
CSP and AV, suggesting that the time required for emotion
induction cannot account for activation and connectivity
differences between these conditions. Interestingly,

Figure 2.

Granger causality maps depicting connectivity of the right hippo-

campus during admiration for virtue (A) and compassion for

social pain (B). fMRI data are from 13 subjects, displayed on the

brain of one subject. Talairach x coordinate of each sagittal slice

is annotated. Images are thresholded using the false discovery

rate statistic, q(FDR) < 0.01. Green indicates influence ‘‘toward’’

the hippocampus; blue indicates influence ‘‘from’’ the hippocam-

pus. Note the extensive connectivity from the insula (in) associ-

ated with AV; note also the switch in direction of influence

between the hippocampus and anterior cingulate (ac) for AV

versus CSP. GCM results for the left hippocampus are described

in the text. Retrosplenial cortex (rs); precuneus (pr); posterior

cingulate cortex (pc); temporal-parietal junction (tpj); superior

temporal gyrus (stg); superior temporal sulcus (sts).
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responses to stimuli inducing CPP occurred � 2 sec (equiv-
alent of 1 TR) earlier on average than responses to CSP or
AV stimuli; this was consistent with an earlier reported
finding that CPP ramps up more quickly in the brain
[Immordino-Yang et al., 2009].

To probe the contributions of the hippocampus, we calcu-
lated the directional connectivity between the hippocampus
and the anterior insula and anterior middle cingulate areas
that play an important role as the ‘‘cortical somatosensory
playground" subserving subjective emotional feelings
[Craig, 2002; Damasio et al., 2000; Singer et al., 2004] and
empathy for others’ pain and emotion [Decety and Chami-
nade, 2003; Eisenberger and Lieberman, 2004; Panksepp,
2005; Singer et al., 2004]. We also probed connectivity to
regions implicated in social cognition, including STS and
STG, TPJ, and the ventromedial PFC (vmPFC), and vlPFC.
Results from previous research have largely converged on
the STS, STG, and the TPJ as comprising a neural system

involved in drawing inferences about others’ mind states
and attributing beliefs to others [Mitchell, 2008; Young
et al., 2007]. Activity in the vmPFC has been correlated
with affective judgment and decision making [Clark et al.,
2008; Northoff et al., 2006] and is thought to be involved in
the induction of an appropriate social emotion. The vlPFC
has been associated with emotion regulation and emotional
introspection [Herwig et al., 2010; Wager et al., 2008].

Previously, we had reported significant changes in acti-
vation during both varieties of admiration and compassion
in each of the regions associated with emotional feeling,
social cognition, and self-processing studied here [Immor-
dino-Yang et al., 2009]. However, the current study reveals
that patterns of connectivity between the hippocampus and
these regions differed between the emotions. We found
that the hippocampus showed particularly strong and
extensive connectivity during the processing of emotions
pertaining to others’ mental circumstances (AV and CSP),

TABLE II. Results from Granger causal connectivity analyses of the right and left hippocampus with the cortical

areas involved in visceral somatosensation and emotional feeling; social cognition; and self-related processing,

during admiration for virtue (AV), compassion for social pain (CSP), admiration for skill (AS), and compassion for

physical pain (CPP). Italics denote connectivity with the left hippocampus; nonitalics with the right hippocampus.

Bold denotes direction of influence ‘‘toward’’ the hippocampus; nonbold denotes ‘‘from’’ the hippocampus. Talairach

coordinates are in the format of x y z; negative x values correspond to the left hemisphere; coordinates are taken

from regions showing Granger causal connectivity after thresholding using the false discovery rate statistic, q(FDR)

< 0.01, corresponding to the following critical t-statistics: �0.82 (AV), �1.17 (AS), �0.77 (CSP), and �0.91 (CPP)

AV CSP AS CPP

Visceral somatosensation (emotional feeling)
anterior insula �33 16 �2, �32 12 �2, �29 16 5, �36 �3 �5

�31 19 �8

anterior cingulate cortex �1 4 35, �2 �3 34 0 16 40, 2 11 34

Social cognitive processing
temporal-parietal junction �47 �52 23

middle temporal gyrus 47 �28 �3 48 �32 2 �60 �22 �11 54 �13 �18,

�54 �1 �20

superior temporal sulcus �51 �33 �3, 52 �22 �4, 42 11 �20

57 �28 �3 �53 0 �8

superior temporal gyrus 48 �19 13 �51 �30 13,

�55 �44 4, 48 �13 3

�53 �1 19

temporal pole �52 2 �1

ventromedial PFC �1 41 �5 �3 47 �5 �9 41 �8,
15 38 �5

ventrolateral PFC �28 13 �10, �33 37 0 �29 24 �7

29 43 0

Self-related processing
posteromedial cortices:
posterior cingulate 3 �34 31, 3 �39 31 0 �41 31

retrosplenium 0 �38 23, �6 �53 16
precuneus 4 �40 40, 7 �61 44; 2 �62 33 �1 �61 46

6 �49 60, 9 �52 35 �3 �51 31,

�2 �47 46, 0

�57 32, 1 �67 44

dorsomedial PFC
�1 42 31 �3 51 9
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as hypothesized, and that patterns of directional influence
differed between these two emotions. (See Fig. 3 for a
graphic depiction of the results; although we report under
‘‘results,’’ the lateralization of these effects, lateralization
differences were not hypothesized a priori, and we focus
here on systems-level connectivity.) There was hippocam-
pal connectivity with the anterior insula and anterior cin-
gulate, structures associated with visceral somatosensation,
empathy and emotional feeling, only during AV and CSP,
despite equivalent reported emotion strength during CPP,
and despite our previously reported finding of significant
BOLD activation during CPP in these regions. Further,
although for conciseness we do not report connectivity
results during the control condition, we note that these
results are minimal, despite the equivalence of the self-
focused task in the interview, i.e., answering the question,
‘‘how does this person’s story make you feel?’’. This find-
ing suggests that the self-related processing we uncover is
not likely due primarily to an artifact of our experimental
protocol but to the emotions experienced. Together, these
findings suggest a role for the hippocampus in facilitating
the coordination of activity during social emotions in
regions known to be involved in social and affective proc-
essing, and that this role may be particularly, prominent
and may influence the emotional feeling state most
directly, during emotions about others’ minds.

Interestingly, although we did not set out to probe spe-
cific anatomical subdivisions within the hippocampus, it is
notable that our functionally defined ROI was localized to
the anterior rather than to the posterior sector of the struc-
ture. It is known that the anterior hippocampus receives
projections from subcortical areas that include the hypo-
thalamus and nucleus accumbens and reciprocally projects
to the amygdala. Each of these structures is important for
emotion processing. The localization of our ROI reinforces
the emotion-related role of the anterior hippocampus and
extends it to complex social emotions.

The differences in the predominant direction of influence
between AV and CSP may relate to the feeling and social

cognitive demands of the two emotions. While CSP neces-
sarily involves an empathic sharing of another person’s
psychologically painful circumstances, AV is a reaction to
the accomplishments of the other person and therefore does
not necessarily involve affective empathy. The driving role
of the hippocampus toward the AI and ACC during CSP
may reflect the importance of recalling the feeling of
socially painful experiences as a reference point from which
to build an empathic pain response. By contrast, processing
leading to AV is relatively independent of direct reference
to the protagonist’s current emotion state; here, the quality
of emotional feeling experienced in relation to the protago-
nists’ accomplishments may provoke the search for relevant
personal memories. Consistent with this interpretation,
because of the known role of the TPJ in affective perspec-
tive-taking [Moriguchi et al., 2006; Young et al., 2007], we
had hypothesized connectivity between the hippocampus
and this region during AV and CSP. Interestingly, we
found this connectivity during CSP only.

Given the role of the hippocampus in autobiographical
memory, and consequently in creating continuity of self
[Damasio, 1998], and given that social emotions are
thought to recruit personal experiences as a source of in-
formation about the emotional implications of others’ sit-
uations [Perry et al., 2011], we probed connections
between the hippocampus and other brain systems
involved in self-related processing, including the dmPFC
and the PMC. Functionally, these areas are part of the
default network [Hagmann et al., 2008; Raichle et al.,
2001], a system that shows greater activation during rest
and that is relatively suppressed when attention is focused
on external stimuli [Greicius et al., 2003]. The dmPFC has
been implicated in judgments about psychological traits
related to the self and close others [Blakemore and Frith,
2004; Kitayama and Park, 2010; Mitchell et al., 2005]. Acti-
vation in the PMC has been related to self-awareness
[Buckner et al., 2008], personal salience [Seeley et al.,
2007], and autobiographical self [Damasio and Meyer,
2009] and has been consistently implicated in episodic
memory [Wagner et al., 2005] and in tasks involving moral
judgment [Greene et al., 2001], daydreaming [Christoff
et al., 2009], and more recently in social emotion [Immor-
dino-Yang et al., 2009]. Self-involvement had previously
been shown to modulate hippocampal connectivity to the
PMC [Muscatell et al., 2010]. Our finding of bidirectional
connectivity between the hippocampus and these cortical
areas during the processing of AV and CSP supports the
importance of self-processing as a basis from which to ex-
perience complex emotions about others’ minds. Further,
it corroborates the finding reported earlier [Immordino-
Yang et al., 2009] that varieties of emotional processing
pertaining to others’ mental and physical situations engage
distinct, although partially overlapping, neural systems.

From a clinical perspective, our results could help to
explain why patients with dementias resulting from
degeneration of the hippocampus and associated medial
temporal structures often have a deficit in social emotions,

Figure 3.

Schematic depicting the overall pattern of results obtained by

the GCM for the AV and CSP conditions. The figure’s arrows

depict the direction of functional connectivity between the hip-

pocampi and the cortical areas implicated in emotional feeling,

social cognition, and self-related processing.
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especially compassion, as reported by their families [Cala-
bria et al., 2009; Fernandez-Duque et al., 2010; Wittenberg
et al., 2008]. In these patients, the degradation of hippo-
campal and medial temporal structures [Dickerson and
Sperling, 2008] may preclude sufficient access to personal
social memories in real-time processing and thereby inter-
fere with emotion processing.

The above activation and connectivity results, together
with the results of another study demonstrating stronger
hippocampal recruitment during emotional mentalizing
about others judged to be more similar to one’s self [Perry
et al., 2011], suggest that the prospective and retrospective
functions of the hippocampus may play an important facil-
itative role in the processing of social emotions, in particu-
lar those pertaining to others’ mental states. This novel
finding suggests that complex emotions may engage
ongoing recall and/or prospective simulation as a means
to generate and sustain the emotion. Future studies should
attempt to disambiguate the potential retrospective and
prospective contributions of the hippocampus during emo-
tional processing, especially in relation to others’ social
and psychological situations.
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